11th Annual Cornell Undergraduate
Linguistics Colloquium (CULC11)
Call for Undergraduate Abstracts
Cornell University's undergraduate linguistics association, The UnderLings, presents its eleventh
annual undergraduate research colloquium. By facilitating communication and discussion between
researchers, the conference aims to promote undergraduate research at all levels throughout the
linguistics community. The Colloquium will take place April 29-30, 2017.
The period for submissions to CULC11 is now open. Student submissions at all levels are encouraged
in a variety of subfields of linguistics, including but not limited to phonetics, phonology, syntax,
historical linguistics, sociolinguistics, psycholinguistics, and language acquisition. Applicants
pursuing a B.A., B.S., or equivalent degree are invited to submit a one-page abstract for a talk of no
more than twenty minutes in length or for a poster presentation at our poster session. Abstracts
should be submitted to CULinguisticsColloquium@gmail.com by March 13, 2017. Please indicate
whether you would like to be considered for a talk or for the poster session or both.
For more information and conference updates about CULC11, please visit our website at
http://conf.ling.cornell.edu/culc11/. You can find more about the Cornell linguistics program by
visiting http://ling.cornell.edu/.
Thank you!
Patrick Niedzielski
President, Cornell UnderLings
If you have any questions or concerns about the event, here are a number of people you can contact.
CULC Email — CULinguisticsColloquium@gmail.com
General questions can be sent to the colloquium email. We will get back to you as soon as possible.
Patrick Niedzielski — pmn25@cornell.edu
Patrick is the president of the UnderLings and chair of this year's CULC Organizing Committee. He
can answer more specific questions about the organization and event.
Dr. Sarah Murray — sarah.murray@cornell.edu
Dr. Murray is the advisor to the UnderLings and the Director of Undergraduate Studies for the
Cornell Department of Linguistics. Questions about the department and program can be directed
towards her.
@CU_UnderLings
Get in touch with us on Twitter! If it can be answered in 140 characters, it might be a pretty fast
option.

